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Presentation Notes
Three years ago, the Historical Society was awarded an NHPRC grant to increase public access to state agency electronic records. We titled this the “Wisconsin State Preservation of Electronic Records Project,” or WiSPER.WiSPER seeks to “produce a measurable increase in the preservation of, and research access to, state agency records with historic value.” In other words, the project aims to create processes, workflows, and systems that will increase the number of state records series preserved and available to users.



Key Project Pieces 

 State agency e-record identification and management 
 
 Content transfer and acquisition from agencies 
 
 E-records management testing at the agency level 
 
 Repository development 
 
 Access to state records  (web, reading room, catalog) 
 
  

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
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This outlines the key project pieces and timeline. The green checkmarks are the first year, yellow the second, and red the third. We are currently in the third year of the project.The project has taken an “outside-in” approach, starting with the identification and acquisition of records from agencies, then moving forward with repository development. The repository will allow us to offer access to state electronic records, via a web-based access portal, our own reading room, and through links in the catalog.
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 Access to state records  (web, reading room, catalog) 
 
  

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 
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This last year of the project has focused mainly on developing the repository, which is the system that will be used to store and preserve the content, and working on providing access to state records. These two pieces work hand in hand, due in part to the system that we are using for preservation.



Preservica 
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We had a couple of vendors respond to our RFB, and Preservica was selected. Preservica is a leading provider of digital preservation software, and they are used by archives, libraries, and museums around the world to preserve and provide access to their digital content. We are using Preservica’s cloud-based digital preservation software, which provides both a system for preserving content, and a customizable user interface to make that content publicly available.The customizable access piece provided by Preservica was a large reason that they were selected – many companies can help you host a “dark archive”, but not very many can help you create a front-end interface to provide access to your users in a library or archival context. This is the interface that Laura will walk you through today.We are in the midst of migrating all of our state electronic records content into Preservica. One thing to keep in mind is that when the user interface launches at the end of the month, not everything that we have will have been migrated into Preservica yet – however, it will still be accessible in the traditional way, by coming in to the reading room and using a computer there. It is our goal that by the end of the grant, all state electronic records that are currently being stored in our dark archive and discoverable in the catalog will be accessible through Preservica.Another thing to keep in mind is that, although the user interface will be publicly accessible on the web, this doesn’t mean that anything restricted by statute will be viewable here. As always, confidential electronic records will retain their confidential nature when they are transferred to us, and the public will not be able to view these records without first obtaining the permission required to do so.
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Here is what the homepage of the access website looks like. We have named it the Wisconsin Historical Society Electronic Records Portal WERP for short.Our main goal for this website is to make accessing records more convenient for both records officers in their daily work  and for the public whether they want to view something out of curiosity or for research.With that goal in mind, the homepage offers user’s an introduction to the site, what they can find here, and generally how it is used. There are some fun featured collections to grab people’s attention.Main menu: offers more detail for those who need it. There is an FAQ which has answers to questions that we anticipate getting but will be refined over time to be more of a an actual ‘frequently asked questions’. There is a contact page so users can contact the archive if need be, and then there is a user guide…
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Here is a preview of it. It discusses advanced search options and the hierarchy or organization of records on the website to make browsing easier. Hopefully this is a great resource for you all as well as the general user.
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Now, for your specific purposes:If you want to look for records from your or another agency, starting from the homepage, you can use the search bar to search for specific records by title or subject but it may be easier just to browse using the ‘Browse Archive ‘ button since we have everything organized by agency to make things clear and easy to locate. If you use the browse button, you will come to…
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this page which will eventually also offer access to born digital documents from WHS manuscript collections, so there won’t’ just be the one option here. For state records just click on ‘Wisconsin State Agencies’ which will bring you to…
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This list of state agencies where you can choose what agencies records you’d like to view.
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Since we have partnered with the Department of Workforce Development for the grant project, we will use their records as an example. You can see that we have organized records by divisions within the agency, if there are any, and have placed any general department records in ‘Department records’.
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Which then all take you to a selection of record series that fall within that division. At this point, if you are looking at your own agency, you might recognize the folder names. You can also filter by series # or subject on the side or use the ‘Search within’ search bar to search within this collection if you already know the exact file you are looking for. 
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So you can get an idea of what things looks like when you get to the records themselves, here is a view showing a list of files you can choose to view. If you select one, it will let you view most files in full right in your browser window. So hopefully you find this to be a pretty easy and useful setup for you.



Any Questions? 
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